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By now most of us in the LA architecture world have heard about the troubles surrounding the upcoming MOCA exhibition A New Sculpturalism: Contemporary Architecture in Southern California. Just before press time the show had been reinitiated, although delayed from June 2 to June 16. This piece of news came after the show had been put on hold for weeks, its future very much in doubt, and after LA's best-known architect, Frank Gehry, had already pulled out. It's still unclear what role, if any, the show's curator, Christopher Mount, and its designer, Annie Chu, will hold. Rumors have been swirling that both have been replaced, although nothing has been confirmed.

Full disclosure: I was one of a group of advisors on the show, although I had no role in its curation or execution.

The combination of problems says so much about the trouble with Los Angeles architecture and the trouble with one particular Los Angeles architect. For architecture, there's no reason for a show of this scope, with this many resources, to be in such a precarious position just a few weeks before its opening. No matter what really happened, and who was truly at fault—but be it curator Christopher Mount, MOCA director Jeffrey Deitch, others at MOCA, or some combination thereof—for the sake of our architecture community such a show needs to be settled and in good shape at this stage of the game. We need more of these types of shows, not less.

As Neil Denari told me, the doubts about the show raised "questions about the ability to have a public discourse about architecture, which I think LA desperately needs." Indeed, for architecture to break out of its insulated shell—in which the best architects often get sidelined doing houses and other private work while the jumbo, well-connected firms do the major civic projects—the talent here needs to have an interaction with the community.

The show is part of the Getty's Pacific Standard Time Presents: Modern Architecture in Los Angeles series, and for all of that initiative's brilliant scholarship and excitement, this is the only show that showcases what is current in Los Angeles. For a place where the future is so important, that investigation is a much needed complement.

As for that one architect, Frank Gehry told the LA Times that he was leaving because "it didn't seem to be a scholarly, well-organized show." He added: "I'm subject to misunderstanding about the seriousness of my work. People assume I am just crumpling paper, and so forth. This was feeling a bit that way, a trivialization."

Gehry of course has the right to pull out of whatever exhibition he wishes, but even if he finds the show unscholarly and unfavorable to him, does that give him the right to jeopardize the work of so many others? The show includes a lineup of more than 150 projects from more than 30 of the city's firms. Its catalogue totals more than 216 pages. Sure, any endeavor of this scale will miss architects and get things wrong, and this one seems to do both. A debate about its merits is not just allowable, but necessary. That doesn't seem trivial.

Have star architects reached the point where they can dictate—like star athletes and star actors—everything that's said about them and revolves around them? You would think someone with a career as illustrious would be a little more resistant to criticism and interpretation. It seems that one man's insecurity is enough to jeopardize a whole community. It's a classic act of selfishness that only reconfirms people's stereotypes about architects.

That being said, this show shouldn't have sprung from nowhere. One entry, even as prestigious as his, shouldn't be able to jeopardize an entire exhibition. None of us have seen the final result, but we have seen a museum whose commitment to architecture is still in doubt, and an architect with a lack of commitment to the architecture community at large.

SAM LUBELL

**UNVEILED**

**WAFFLE TOWER**

Eric Owen Moss's newest creation, Waffle, is a fraternal twin of the Cactus Tower—a 55-foot-high steel frame enclosure that holds a cactus garden 30 feet above ground in Culver City's Hayden Tract. Waffle, which will measure the same height as Cactus, will be located on the eastern perimeter of Hayden Tract, on the other side of an industrial studio. While the Cactus Tower is a series of vertical columns—similarly proportioned Waffle will undulate like precariously stacked papers. The Waffle will hold a first floor conference area, a meeting lounge, a third floor with closed meeting rooms, and an open roof deck.

"As one moves vertically, the position changes, the surface starts to curve and it undulates," explained Moss.
In Seattle, there is a deep bond between water and land. It is a city defined by the Puget Sound to the west, Lake Washington to the east, Lake Union at the center, and Green Lake to the north.

In choosing a site for its more than 4 million artifacts, the Museum of History and Industry (MOHAI) did not take this symbolic relationship lightly. The institution selected a decommissioned naval reserve at the southern tip of Lake Union built between 1941 and 1942 under the Works Progress Administration. The move was necessitated by the demolition of the museum’s original facility in Montlake, in order to make way for the rebuilding of the floating 520 bridge that connects Seattle to the eastside.

MOHAI hired Seattle-based LMN Architects to transform the reserve into its new home. The firm wove references to water throughout its design. The surrounding South Lake Union Park, for example, is dotted with planter beds shaped like the hulls of ships—part of a landscape designed by Mithun and Hargreaves Associates.

LMN’s renovation of the reserve respects the nautical influences of the Art Moderne building, which was designed by Benjamin Marcus Priteca—an architect famous for his West Coast theaters—and William R. Grant. The exterior, which features white pilasters and navy trim, was restored to its original appearance. The majority of the updates target the interior. The architects removed a tile ceiling from the 1980s and added glass and steel stairs and an elevator.

Significant infrastructural upgrades were also required, and in order to preserve the expansive space of the main atrium, electrical and mechanical systems were relegated to the roof. The building sits above the water—resting on wood pilings driven into the bottom of Lake Union. The expansive exhibit hall—a 56-foot-high, 12,000-square-foot atrium—boasts a Douglas fir end grain wood floor, refinished to a warm orange glow. The flooring is original, and provided a durable, strong surface for naval exercises in the one-time drill hall. Perhaps the biggest challenge of the project was working with this floor, which is sloped, possibly due to settling—a 15-inch height difference between the southwest and northwest corners. To create the illusion of level ground, LMN installed the doors and windows parallel to the slope.

The museum’s diverse group of historical artifacts includes a 1919 Boeing U.S. mail plane, which hangs suspended in the expansive atrium. MOHAI commissioned the most prominent work specifically for the space—a 60-foot-high Douglas fir and steel sculpture called Wawona by John Grade. It resembles an old-growth tree with the unexpected addition of barnacle-like growths. Wawona fills the entire height of the atrium and then some—extending through the roof above, gathering a beam of daylight into its hollow core, and reaching to the dark waters of Lake Union below. The wood was reclaimed from an eponymous Puget-based vessel. Its complex curves were modeled and shaped with a digital-design and fabrication process. The sculpture easily dwarfs anyone who stands beside it—and is a testament to the maritime history of Seattle, while respecting the indestructible cycle of nature with the promise that, with the right choices, what we use can be returned to the earth to be consumed.

Ariel Rodenstock
Time flies. It’s been almost a year since the Los Angeles Metropolitan Transportation Authority (METRO) selected Grimshaw Architects and Gruen Associates to design the master plan for its 47-acre site around Union Station in downtown Los Angeles. In early May, the team revealed the first glimpse of what might happen on the property.

The firms presented four “draft alternatives,” which will continue to be refined with community input and narrowed down to a “final preferred plan” by next spring. None of the plans show any building designs. They are instead a blueprint for future infrastructure and development. All suggest incorporating multiple transit types—including rail, subway, light rail, bus, and high-speed rail—on the site.

The first alternative calls for putting a high-speed rail track above the current rail yard, which is east of Union Station. This plan, pointed out Grimshaw associate principal Nikolas Dando-Haenisch, would allow for all transit operations to be melded into a single facility raised above the yard.

The second alternative posits running a high-speed rail line and concourse under Alameda Street and installing a widened, below grade passenger concourse on the east-west axis behind Union Station. This plan, noted Dando-Haenisch, would leave the eastern side of the property more open to non-transit development.

The third alternative suggests running high-speed rail along Vignes Street, fairly far east of Union Station, installing a terminal just adjacent to Metro’s current headquarters, freeing up the west side of the station for development. The fourth has a similar alignment for rail, with a high-speed rail concourse located even further east, on the current site of the city’s hulking C. Erwin Piper Technical Center.

All of the plans, noted the team, are in flux, and will be adapted before the final proposal is made. If high-speed rail never comes to Los Angeles—which is still very much a possibility given the project’s political and financial hurdles—the plans would not be significantly altered, said Jenna Hornstock, deputy executive officer for countywide planning at Metro.

The goal would remain the creation of a district dedicated to transit, instead of one more focused on Union Station itself. That includes efforts to integrate all transit options, to develop the site with new commercial, entertainment, and retail buildings, to improve pedestrian flow, and to better integrate it into its surrounding neighborhood.

“If high speed rail never comes these schemes need to work on their own and be whole. We need to make the station function better right now, whether the future involves high-speed rail or not,” said Hornstock.

Once a final course is settled on next year, Metro will begin the long process of implementing the master plan, which will include leasing sites to various developers and, ultimately, selecting architects and other construction professionals. The process could take decades to complete, said Hornstock.

Everyone agreed on one thing: Union Station needs to become, as Dando-Haenisch put it, “World class. Not an ordinary place, but an extraordinary place.”
CEQA IS UP FOR REFORM
DON'T HOLD YOUR BREATH

Since California approved the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) in 1970, its development and business communities have complained that the law has been more effective at promoting economic development than as an instrument of environmental protection. Now, a new bill, SB 731, is before the legislature, proposing significant changes to the law.

Gary Toebben, president and CEO of the Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce, is among a chorus of business advocates who claim that CEQA has become the unintended consequence of obstructing urban infill projects while making peripheral development, with fewer neighbors to oppose projects, the only viable option for developers. “This law is more important to urban areas like Los Angeles than any other parts of the state,” he noted.

In response to growing evidence of CEQA abuse and a sluggish building industry, California State Senate President Pro Tem Darrell Steinberg took the helm of the CEQA reform process by proposing Senate Bill 731 in February. The details of the bill have been slow to materialize, although the Senate Environmental Quality Committee approved an early version on May 1.

Bruce Reznik, executive director of the Planning and Conservation League, a state-wide environmental lobbying organization, is cautious to predict how the bill might eventually take form. But he did describe its language requiring lead agencies to prepare administrative records together with administrative proceedings as a win-win because it would “cut delays and give the public more information.” Reznik is also encouraged by the bill’s language that would increase the monitoring of mitigation measures (such as grading or runoff) and the allotment of $30 million annually to the legislature to appease local governments.

The only thing that’s clear is that SB 710 will still have a long way to go to gain approval.

JAMES BRASuell
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The Value of Collaboration

When well-known manufacturers collaborate with product designers and architects, it is usually with an eye on a specific product that they would like developed or re-engineered. When two well-known manufacturers, each with their own strong brand identity collaborate, the relationship and the resulting products are of an entirely different nature.

LAUFEN has the best of both worlds; they have worked with boutique product design firms and larger, well-known manufacturers. Recently LAUFEN announced what can be called a trifecta collaboration because it combines the talents of a boutique product design firm and the ingenuity and strong brand identity of a larger manufacturer, as well as their own strong brand. Called Kartell by Laufen, the collection was unveiled for the general public at Salone Internazionale del Mobile di Milano in April. The artistic direction for the project has been entrusted to architects Ludovica + Roberto Palomba, the renowned designers and trend-setters for bathroom ware.

The Kartell by Laufen Collection
With design and quality as its watchwords, the Kartell by Laufen bathroom reveals itself as integrated architecture; an interconnected ecosystem where washbasins, sanitaryware, faucets, shower bases, bathtubs, lights and accessories coexist beautifully. The rigid geometry of the ceramic items is tempered by the multicolored lightness of the plastic elements. The palette of colors has been reinvented; leaving aside primary colors, it reflects the tones of the earth, the oranges of sand, steel blue, warm whites tending towards yellow and cold ones turning into blue that emerge.

“Kartell by Laufen is a project based on a common understanding of the two companies about the value of emotions. Emotions and dedication define the novel idea of this bathroom and guided the project throughout the entire development. The same sense of mindfulness to the materials and the same understanding of research and development have made the two companies perfect partners – or, one could say, soul mates.” Alberto Magnys, Senior Managing Director LAUFEN

Sustainability and Ethics
A shared vision of the collaborators is that the process and the product must be sustainable. A cradle-to-the-grave approach is one that considers the total production impact, respect for the environment, the recycle-ability of materials, the need not to waste either energy or water and to limit CO₂ emissions during transport. The result: the imperishable ceramics of LAUFEN and the indestructible plastic of Kartell.

The Companies
LAUFEN and Kartell share a great deal: an industrial approach to production, dedication to continued research and technological innovation, an international market, world-wide distribution and a genuine passion for design. On one side of the design equation you have Kartell, the Italian family company that has marked the history of design and revolutionized the use of plastic materials for over 60 years. On the other, LAUFEN – Swiss, rigorous and reliable. For 120 years, LAUFEN has deepened its commitment to developing the bathroom as a living space and they continue to innovate the production of ceramic sanitaryware. Serving as the link between these two players are the designers Ludovica + Roberto Palomba, themselves leaders in designing for the bathroom and with whom LAUFEN has collaborated previously on the award-winning Palomba Collections.

Kartell by Laufen will be available Fall 2013.
The Exploratorium, an interactive science museum founded in 1969 by physicist Frank Oppenheimer, exemplifies the dual role of San Francisco as a magnet for tourists and a hub of fresh thinking. It recently outgrew its first home in the Palace of Fine Arts and relocated to Pier 15, just north of the city’s Ferry Building. Its new premises are three times larger than before, and they are a model of conservation, adaptive re-use, and sustainability. San Francisco architecture firm EHDD—which worked with the Exploratorium on an earlier, unrealized expansion project—spent six years on a seismic upgrade and restoration of the historic pier building’s concrete shell, creating new display areas inside and on the surrounding apron.

Pier 15 was built in 1931, when San Francisco was still a busy port, and faded signs remind visitors of its wartime role as an embarkation point for U.S. troops shipping out to the Pacific. Port facilities are now concentrated in Oakland, and San Francisco is reclaiming its waterfront for commercial and recreational purposes.

EHDD’s first move was to drive massive piles to stabilize the base of the pier. That allowed the firm to keep the existing superstructure and girders, poured concrete slabs, and steel sash windows. EHDD worked with restoration experts Page & Turnbull and the State Preservation Board to conserve the original fabric. Artisans made unobtrusive repairs to damaged walls. The single-glazed clerestories and roll-up steel doors were retained, and the steel-framed concrete panels were left exposed. “We wanted to freeze the building in time, while making subtle changes to give it a new role,” said Marc L'Italien, EHDD’s principal in charge. Though the exterior looks much as it did in its prime, its performance is radically improved. To achieve a LEED Gold rating, the building uses bay water for radiant heating and cooling. The expansive roof is covered with a 1.3-mega-watt array of solar panels—enough to power more than a thousand homes. Ducts pull in fresh air, and 16 percent of rainfall is stored in cisterns atop the pier. Triple-element glass is used in the new portal and the building at the end of the pier, as well as the openings where the original doors have been rolled up to pull in light and views.

Landscape architect Gary Strang collaborated with EHDD to turn 1.5 acres of outdoor space into a public promenade, and another half acre into outdoor display space. Bridges, guardrails, benches, and light standards have a timeless simplicity that complements the industrial aesthetic of the pier. Boundaries between public and museum space as well as between inside and outside are blurred. As visitors walk to the end of the pier they leave the city behind and engage the marine environment of the bay.

Oppenheimer was a brilliant teacher who, denied the opportunity to conduct advanced research during the hysteria of the McCarthy years, determined to enlarge public understanding of science with creative exhibits. The ecology of the bay and what it says about climate change have become an integral part of the institution’s program. Within the pier, EHDD inserted mezzanine galleries and plywood enclosures that can accommodate room-sized installations, as well as classrooms, administrative areas, and a workshop, where exhibits are repaired in full public view. A central walkway leads visitors to the far end, where a steel wall, laser-cut with magnified images of plankton, conceals a link to the Fisher Bay Observatory. This two-story steel-framed block contains a first-floor restaurant, and an upstairs events-exhibit space with a soffit of LED-backlit fabric panels. Windows have fritted lines at the top and bottom to reduce heat gain while framing panoramic views of the water and Telegraph Hill.

MICHAEI WEBB
1 LAGUNITAS
COALESS

To meet the needs of the nomadic workforce, Coalesse tapped Milan-based Toan Nguyen to design the Lagunitas line. Made to accommodate a solitary task session, a working lunch, or a brief touchdown to check emails, the collection features more than 50 combinations of seating, tables, and privacy screens perfect for laidback productivity.

coalesse.com

2 REFINED COLLECTION
MANNINGTON COMMERCIAL

New York City-based architecture firm Corgan Associates has reimagined houndstooth patterns and boucle textures in the Refined Collection of carpets. Classic patterns are layered in unexpected combinations for a fresh look, while variations in gradation lend a polished feel. Available in both modular and broadloom weaves, the collection features between 10 percent and 40 percent recycled content.

manningtoncommercial.com

3 METALLIC YARNS
ROBERT ALLEN CONTRACT

A partnership between Robert Allen Contract and DwellStudio resulted in the Metallic Yarns line of the Modern Couture textile collection. Plaids, stripes, checks, and ikats are rendered in a broad color palette with metallic flecks and accents. Sunbrella Contract fibers make the collection perfect for a range of indoor and outdoor applications, from upholstered walls to wrapped panels.

robertallendesign.com

4 ENGAGING
KI

The challenge of crafting flexible and individual work zones in an open concept office is met nimbly by Engaging, a freestanding screen with writable surfaces. A lightweight aluminum frame on swivel castors or glides facilitates easy repositioning by its users while providing strength to support up to a 50-inch display monitor.

ki.com

5 HERMAN MILLER
EAMES MOLDED WOOD SIDE CHAIR

Technology has finally caught up to the vision of Charles and Ray Eames. Three dimensional veneer processes have made it possible to fabricate the design duo’s iconic Molded Chair, previously only available in steel and molded plastic, in a single, curved wooden shell. Santos palisander, white ash, and walnut looks are available on a wire, dowel, or four-legged base.

hermanmiller.com

6 LINEAL CORPORATE
ANDREU WORLD AMERICA

The Lineal Corporate line of seating for public and office spaces presents function and elegance in proportional dimensions. Originally available only with a cantilevered chrome base, the collection’s 2013 update offers a star base, with or without wheels, that facilitates a swivel return system on a central adjustable base.

andreuworldamerica.com

7 FLOAT
DECCA CONTRACT

David Ritch and Mark Saffell of 5d Studio designed Float to embody the principles of modern sculpture, while handling the functional demands of the workplace. The line incorporates a light and airy casegood system with a full-height workwall balanced by lower level cabinets and a peninsula desk that rests on a thin stainless steel base.

deccacontract.com

8 GESTURE
STEELCASE

Informed by a global workplace study of 2,000 people in a wide range of postures, the Gesture chair facilitates ease of movement between multiple technology devices. A synchronized motion system for the back provides consistent support as the user transitions from the desktop computer to mobile device and a flexible seat accommodates multiple positions.

steelcase.com

WORK THIS WAY

A PREVIEW OF NEOCON DEBUTS. BY EMILY HOOPER
While the W only opened in Hollywood back in 2010, the hotel has already replaced the original rooftop pool deck for its condos with a new space designed by Rios Clementi Hale Studios. The old deck, designed by Daly Genik Architects, was beautiful but severe. Rios Clementi Hale opted for a more casual approach, which they call an “outdoor living room.”

The inspiration, said designer Mike Sweeney, is L.A.’s mix of beach and city, which plays out with a combination of hard elements like concrete and metal, and soft elements like wood and colorful foliage. Visitors walk up a small flight of stairs, surrounded by a dense growth of green and purple native and low water plants, to the pool, as if they were passing through the dunes at the shore. The pool deck is organized around a series of meandering pathways and informal spaces that allow for many activities to go on at once. Sweeney said the arrangement makes “it feel like you’re in a garden in the midst of all these rooftops.”

The scene from the roof is dominated by Hollywood’s jumble of towers, billboards, streetscapes, and hills. The architects placed a double-layered water jet cut aluminum sunshade for the barbecue on the east edge of the space as a nod to the omnipresent signage. More shade is provided by fabric cabanas and the abundant plantings. Custom, irregularly-shaped polished concrete fire tables, imbedded with Micah, add a splash of mysterious darkness and nod to the neighborhood’s legendary Walk of Fame. The matte flooring around the pool is light grey concrete.

The central organizing element of the project is a curving spine that bisects the roof, traced to the south by a giant curving ipe wood daybed, that, Sweeney notes, matches the large scale of the surrounding city. The slatted ipe fence behind the bed provides a sense of shape and enclosure, but doesn’t block any views. The daybed as well as the other ipe furniture on the deck was custom built on site. This warm and soft material, tempering the hardness of the city and the rooftop, also clads a self-serve bar area and a gym to the west.

SAM LUBELL

THE RESIDENCES AT W HOLLYWOOD AMENITY DECK
LOS ANGELES, CA  RIOS CLEMENTI HALE STUDIOS

ROOMS WORTH A VIEW
FOUR PROJECTS OFFER CONTEMPORARY TAKES ON OFFICES, HOSPITALITY, AND RESIDENTIAL SPACES
Located in the Time Warner Center, this duplex apartment has sweeping views of the city and Central Park to the Northeast. The original layout chopped up the view, so architect Joel Sanders sought to “liberate the curtain wall” with a series of smart interventions, changes in section and materials, and changeable walls and furniture, which create distinct spaces within an open plan. Sanders has long played with peekaboo bathrooms and voyeuristic views in designs for hotels and bachelor pads. “For a long time it was about exploring new models of domesticity, often for alternative lifestyles,” Sanders said. This client, however, is a nuclear family, a husband and wife and two children who split their time between New York and the Netherlands. “It’s a sign of the times that these ideas have become more mainstream,” he said.

On the apartment’s first floor, Sanders created two distinctive seating areas, built around a custom double-sided sofa. One faces out toward the park, on a plush brown carpet, which is meant to link the interior to the park, while a painted midnight purple ceiling evokes the sky (the client insisted on a color scheme that included purple and bright yellow, which appear as accents throughout the apartment). The other side faces back into the apartment as well as a small media area. The space furthest from the view is a work/kitchen/storage area wrapped in warm wood, divided by a translucent service core that features a desk peninsula with built-in data and electric. The dining area, which also faces the view, has a polished white concrete floor. This trio of materials—carpet, wood, and concrete—is used throughout the apartment to define areas of comfort, areas of dining and bathing, or areas of work and storage. An angled cove with inset lighting cuts through the ceiling plane, reinforcing the different zones within the open plan. The wood used in the kitchen area wraps up the stairs to the second level where it runs across the floor and frames a discreet desk area. The master suite subdivides into three bedrooms with sliding walls. One sleeping area is a murphy bed hidden behind a built-in sofa. In the bathrooms, switchable glass walls blink from translucent to transparent in a flash, offering views out to the park or total privacy with the flip of a switch.

For a contemporary family with international addresses, the flexible design allows for moments of togetherness and solitude, views out to the city beyond and reflective moments within the serenity of the apartment—just how many want to live today.

ALAN G. BRAKE
It might raise some suspicions to hear a mega-chain like Target requesting a “non-corporate” space for a new recreational center at its headquarters. But according to Minneapolis-based architect Julie Snow, who the company hired to work with its own design team, Target’s Plaza Commons—housed in an existing two-story building at Nicollet Mall and South 10th Street—is the result of intense collaboration and zero big box bureaucracy.

Snow said Target’s CEO “insisted on the sit test” for every piece of furniture. But before the design team got to work on the downtown Minneapolis building, the space spoke for itself. “We were awed,” Snow said. “It was like walking into some historic ruin.” The interior design philosophy was between preservation and reinvention. Snow said the goal was to retain the raw character of the existing space, which was originally designed as a shoe store and formerly housed local institution Let It Be Records. The interior’s enormous concrete columns are robust enough to support a building four times as tall.

Wherever there were floor gaps, the designers covered them with steel plates. “We could have filled them with concrete,” Snow said, “but we wanted that patchwork to be evident.” The terrazzo floor is among the few material elements that appears finished. That’s not to say the rugged space is entirely roughhewn. The liberal use of Hickory wood in the second-floor loft brings a level of warmth and comfort to the 22-foot-high central area. The mezzanine is geared for physical relaxation, Snow said, playing host to table sports and video games.

As an alternative work area and lounge, the center needed to be welcoming. To that end the design team opened a back wall onto an urban courtyard that features a basketball court and fire pit. An operable hangar door shuts the opening during colder months, but natural light meets most of the building’s needs year-round.

The red elevator frame bespeaks the building’s corporate brand, but the furniture throughout is eclectic. Dutch design firm Droog provided a horse-shaped floor lamp, along with a black plastic table lamp shaped like a pig. Large Mooi light fixtures bring a touch of sleek modernism to the industrial feel, rounding out a commons whose charm is in the singular touch of its interior design and the building’s concrete bones.

The architect of record, Ryan A+E, Inc. provided design-build services, with additional structural engineering from Ericksen Roed & Associates. - Chris Bentley
Salt Lake City firm Imbue Design recently completed a desert retreat for a Buddhist practitioner near a little Utah ranch town called Grover. The company has a unique workflow. All three of the design partners meet with the client and propose a different scheme based on their individual interpretation of what is wanted. In this case, the client chose the most experimental design put forth. “She was interested in exploring architecture and exploring what a house is,” said firm principal Matt Swindel.

The minimalist structure emphasizes outdoor space and views of the high alpine desert and the mountains. The site is 7,000 feet above sea level, surrounded by juniper trees. Visitors approach along the top of a hill and enter the house from above, through a 93-square-foot ipe wood roof deck. A staircase from the deck descends into the building. The walls of the house are made of gabion cages filled with volcanic rock from the building site and the surrounding area, which absorb heat during the day and release it at night. The deck prevents summer heat from reaching the envelope of the building, and creates a double roof that acts as a natural convection system, as air flows under the wooden surface and pulls hot air away from the structure. In addition to the passive energy conservation features, there’s a whole-house fan for summer use. A fire orb and radiant heating system keep the house warm in the winter.

The 1,350-square-foot house has two bedrooms and an office. The architects kept the cost to $225 per square foot by using inexpensive local labor and reclaimed materials. They kept the windows affordable by using standard sizes rather than paying extra for custom work. For example, the wall-to-wall windows in the living room were made from standard sliding glass doors.
The house is sparsely furnished with design classics and contemporary pieces that keep the focus on the architecture and the views outside. The exterior space, including the deck and several covered patios, made up half the cost of construction. So far, the deck has been worth the money. The owner has hosted group meditations there, as well as a local orchestra from the nearby town of Torrey. The house was completed last fall, and the designers are gearing up for the second phase of the project—a separate 500-square-foot structure that will be used as a Buddhist retreat. The retreat will be designed to satisfy the most basic human needs as simply as possible, with a two-burner stove, a toilet and shower, minimal storage space, a wood stove, and a mattress. Like the house, the retreat will face east, an important orientation for Buddhist practice. VIRGINIA C. MCGUIRE
San Francisco
UCSF Mission Bay
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The documentation on view—including Pacific Standard Time Presents: Modern Architecture and Design, which runs through September 8 at the Hammer Museum at 10899 Wilshire Boulevard in Los Angeles, provides a comprehensive look at the way that architects addressed the need for adaptable living spaces and the desire for new forms of artistic expression.

Archibald Quincy Jones (1913–1979) was a Los Angeles–based architect known both for the glamorous homes he designed for actors like Gary Cooper, as well as his dedication to the redevelopment of middle-class housing using effective, innovative, and sustainable building methods during the 1950s and 60s. His 5,000 built projects were centered on the premise of “better living” and “greenbelt planning.” He experimented with materials like plywood, steel, and masonry block construction and intentionally built in locations where his buildings would have access to natural light, air, ventilation, and views. This exhibition is presented as part of Pacific Standard Time Presents: Modern Architecture in L.A. The documentation on view—including original architectural drawings taken from the architect’s personal and professional archive, a case study house model, and vintage photographs—highlights a variety of Jones’s projects, including community developments, churches, libraries, restaurants, residential homes, work spaces, and schools.
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Los Angeles
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New research on LA architecture and urbanism has been piling up for more than thirty years, but it is only with Overdrive: LA Constructs the Future 1940–1990 at the Getty that we get an opportunity to see much of it spread out before us in one place.

For a city often critiqued through the blur of glib myth, this panoramic view should change the way we perceive its architecture and urbanism. Curators Wim de Wit, Christopher Alexander, and Rani Singh lay the long-overdue groundwork for a more accurate and more useful architectural manifesto about LA, with new vistas on unheralded architects, overlooked building types, and unsuspected planning history.

The wall broadens the focus to show a panorama of housing innovations. Side by side with the familiar Case Study houses are high density multi-family housing (from low rise Baldwin Hills Village to low rise and high rise Park LaBrea) and the revolutionary mass-produced tract housing given Modern expression by Palmer and Krisel, Edward H. Fickett, Jones and Emmons, and others. These tracts, not the Case Study houses, made the dream of Modern middle class housing a widespread reality.

In the same spirit of reassessment, Overdrive gives a more balanced view of the region’s commercial and car culture architecture alongside residential architecture.

In Southern California’s broadly democratic urban society, coffee shops, offices, car dealerships, and shopping centers were all part of an everyday modernism. But “everyday” does not mean poorly designed or insignificant. When LA architects ranging from John Lautner, Armet and Davis, and Edward Killingsworth, to Smith and Williams, Ray Kappe, and Victor Gruen applied their talents to such buildings, they fulfilled one of the earliest hopes of Modernism: to bring design based on the convenience, ease, and delight of modern technology to the average person. As presented in Overdrive, this turns out to be one of Southern California’s greatest contributions to Modernism.

The exhibit cannily shows how architects creatively interpreted the new conditions of Southern California’s multi-centered suburban metropolis, and then how those concepts continued to evolve. For example, Overdrive includes pleasurable and functional movie theaters by S. Charles Lee, and then their reverberation through the city and culture in Richard Neutra and Philip Johnson’s drive-in churches in Orange County.

Is LA ready to accept a new narrative about its history and its significance—one that’s not based solely on a few exquisite glassy houses? Can we embrace everything from the appealing Googie coffee shops of Armet and
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Davis to Morphosis’ Kate Mantilini restaurant, from the Music Center to Disneyland? Overdrive makes a strong case for each of these as part of a closely-knit fabric, not as isolated artifacts.

It’s refreshing to see the large corporate architecture offices recognized as part of our architectural history, alongside the smaller atelier or avant-garde architects who have usually been the focus of LA’s international reputation. With designs and planning honed on California’s aerospace and high tech campuses, these firms are also examples of LA’s aesthetic diversity.

From the sculpted volume and tight glass skin of Cesar Pelli and Gruen Associates’ Pacific Design Center to the geometrically warped arcades of Edward Durell Stone’s Perpetual Savings tower, these firms indicate a wide range of aesthetic taste and experiment.

The work of these large firms is still controversial (evidenced in the proposed destruction of William Pereira’s LACMA campus), but Overdrive drives home the fact that these once-shunned buildings are part of the culture of inclusiveness, experiment, and quality design that is seen across the spectrum of LA architecture as the challenges of each decade are faced.

While Overdrive admirably includes many architects and buildings that have not been part of the official canon, it has not achieved a fully balanced view. Probably the most glaring example is the slight presence of Charles Moore, whose intellectual leadership opened a path for the profession out of the doldrums of establishment Modernism. He had a global reach, but was rooted in LA. Moore figures in the 1970s and 1980s, decades that launched a new chapter in the city’s architectural history with Frank Gehry, Cesar Pelli, and the younger generation of the so-called Los Angeles School. These decades are problematic for the exhibit, because their themes and ideas are still at work today.

Southern California design, we learn, is marvelously interconnected, without the clear, comfortable distinctions we’ve assumed exist between high art and popular design. That point is underscored by the inclusion of Victor Gruen’s innovative concept for Millions department store (1947) next to Frank Gehry’s Edgemar shopping center (1984)—especially when we learn that Gehry worked with Gruen at the beginning of his career.

What is clear in Overdrive is the story of a remarkable creative flowering throughout the second half of the twentieth century in Southern California. Now we can see that it was broader, more diverse, and more inclusive than we generally thought.
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mid-century period, with examples from the 1970s to the present appearing far less detailed and nuanced than those covered in earlier chapters.

Earth Day 2013 helped us all to recall the 1970 landmark celebration and reminded us of the significance of the environmental movement. The Solar House is not simply a gesture to those roots; it is a wake-up call to remind us that those roots go deeper and further back, past the visions of the 1960s.

Hopefully this book will be one of many future investigations that approach the problems of environmentally focused design with serious historical research, attention to innovation, and analysis of the profound impact that environmental and architectural history both deserve.
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TO SEE WHAT IS IN FRONT OF ONE’S NOSE
NEEDS A CONSTANT STRUGGLE - George Orwell

A drive through the streets of Los Angeles is a drive into the world of design inspiration.

Windshield perspective looks at the short yet dense stretch of Beverly Boulevard from Hermosa to West. The car’s windshield is both a lens and a stable/less-screen which acts much like a magnifying glass to clarify the view and as a scrim to obscure the sights. A drive along Beverly is like hundreds, if not thousands, of daily journeys through the city’s landscape. The boulevard, in its apparent blankness, is easily dismissed as nowhere. But a choreographed drive, created within the Museum, reveals the very essence of the city’s messy, disorderly, impractical, vital, and loved.

Windshield Perspectives is part of Pacific Standard Time Presents: Modern Architecture in L.A., celebrating Southern California’s lasting impact on modern architecture from April – July 2013
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sufficient room to experiment with non-functionals, since there is no one type of functional organization for a house, but there are architectural organizations. But that later proved to be problematic. The second thing was that I didn’t believe it was necessary to ever visit my houses. In other words, there was a house that for the first six months or year they were open I didn’t even go to see them because I thought it wasn’t that important; the important thing was laid in the drawing. The Canadian Centre for Architecture has 2,000 drawings for House II. I would draw and draw because I never knew what I was looking for. I knew the general parameters, but I had no formula for setting up how to achieve it. Each house has an idea behind it.

Do you think because these houses existed cognitively they lost their true meaning the moment they were physically realized—the moment the “real architecture” turned into the “real building”?

Manfredo Tafuri once said to me: “Peter, if you don’t build no one will take your ideas seriously. You have to build because ideas that are not built are simply ideas that are not built.” Architecture involves seeing whether those ideas can withstand the attack of building, of people, of time, of function. Tafuri said history will not be interested in your work if you haven’t built anything. I think that’s absolutely correct. If I had built nothing, you and I wouldn’t be talking now.

What would the building mean in that context? Do you believe the built house or the “real building” stands for the “built-model” of the “real architecture” that exists only conceptually?

Sometimes it does and sometimes it’s beyond, and sometimes it’s less. When you see the Arooff Center in Cincinnati, the spatial experience is extraordinary. The didactic drawing itself is another thing. But they are two different things. I had to build Cincinnati, I had to build Wehner. I had to build San Francisco, which is my latest project. You have to see it because you can’t see it from a cut. You cannot cognitively understand what is going on. One has to see it and experience it in a way that is very different conceptually in terms of what I was after. There are three phases in the work. One is the purely conceptual artifacts, which, as you suggested, may not have necessarily had to have been built. The second is the ground projects, which are at a different scale and many of them had to be built. And finally you have Santiago, which is a hybrid project because it is neither a ground nor a figure.

In your Cannaregio project, we witness a new order that initiated the Cities of Artificial Excavation, and characterizes your work after that: the movement from structure to site or text, or better, from structuralization of the object, to the textualization of the site. Or from linguistic operations to textual operations—because texts are quite correct about the site but they are no longer syntactic and grammatical, they are other. And if you say the early houses are analogically grammatical exercises to linguistic exercises, these are not the same.

Did you ever wish your houses were not built?

No. If there is a debate in architecture today, the lasting debate is between architecture as a conceptual, cultural, and intellectual enterprise, and architecture as a phenomenological enterprise—that is, the experience of the subject in architecture, the experience of materiality, of light, of color, of space, et cetera, have always been on the side opposed to phenomenology. I’m not interested in Peter Zumthor’s work or people who spend their time worrying about the details or the grain of wood on one side or the color of the material on the surface. I couldn’t care less. That having been said, or the color of the material on the surface. The physical house is merely a medium through which the conception of the virtual or conceptual house becomes possible. In that sense, the real building exists only in your drawings.

Peter Eisenman: “Real architecture” only exists in drawings. The “real building” exists outside the drawing. The difference here is that “architecture” and “building” are not the same.

The following is an excerpt of an interview with Peter Eisenman conducted by writer and architect Iman Ansari. It was originally published in Hamshahrí Architecture in Iran.

Iman Ansari: Between the object and the idea of the object, your approach favors the latter. The physical house is merely a medium through which the conception of the virtual or conceptual house becomes possible. In that sense, the real building exists only in your drawings.

Peter Eisenman: “Real architecture” only exists in drawings. The “real building” exists outside the drawing. The difference here is that “architecture” and “building” are not the same.
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